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My invention relates generally to electrical 
musical apparatus and more particularly to elec 
trical means for introducing a vibrato effect in a 
musical tone or audio frequency signal. 
Musical tones are characterized by their pitch, 

intensity envelopes, quality, and by the degree of, 
or absence of, vibrato. Of these characteristics 
many musicians consider the vibrato effect more 
important than the quality. There is probably 
a physiological and psychological basis for this 
Opinion because a musical tone without vibrato 
continuously excites but one or a certain small 
group of the elemental sensory organs of the 
ear, and these elemental organs, such as the nerve 
endings at the bases of the arches of Corti, thus 
tend to become fatigued upon the continuous re 
ception of a musical tone of fixed frequency. 
On the other hand, a musical tone containing 

a vibrato, that is, a cyclical shift in frequency of 
approximately 1.5%, at a rate of about 6 per sec 
Ond, results in the intermittent, excitation of a 
large number of different groups of sensory ele 
ments of the ear, so that these elements have an 
Opportunity to relax or recuperate during inter 
vals between the instants they are being excited. 
Furthermore, natural sounds, and the sound of 
the human voice, are not characterized by fixed 
frequencies, but contain a large number of fre 
quencies, or comprise tones which are continu 
Ously changing in frequency. The human ear 
has thus developed as an organ which prefers 
constantly changing frequencies, or tones in 
which the total energy is distributed over a wide 
band of frequencies with the intensity of each 
frequency relatively low. As a corollary, the hu 
man ear tends to perceive loud tones of fixed fre 
quency, or sounds in which the energy is con 
centrated in a few frequencies, as being harsh 
and tiresome. 
Whether or not the foregoing physiological and 

psychological reasons advanced are the correct 
explanation of the accepted desirability of the 
vibrato, the fact is that musicians, and the public 
generally, greatly favor musical tones having a 
vibrato. For example, the most generally ac 
Cepted musical tone is that of the violin (repre 
sentative of the bowed string instruments), since 
the violinist has the ability to impart a true 
vibrato to the tone, that is, a periodic shift in 
frequency without any substantial change in en 
ergy level during the vibrato cycle. Since many 
musical instruments are inherently of fixed pitch 
and provide no means for introducing the vibrato 
effect, many attempts have been made to simulate 
this effect by producing periodic changes in in 
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tensity of the tones produced. Such changes 
in intensity, or energy, are tremulants-and are 
inferior substitutes for a vibrato in that the at 
tention of the listener is drawn to the effect 
through the periodic change in intensity level, 
whereas in the true vibrato the attention of the 
listener is not particularly concerned with the 
periodic change in frequency, but instead per 
ceives the vibrato as an over-all effect in Some 
respects similar to the effect produced by a chorus 
of instruments playing the same tone on slight 
off-pitch frequencies, such as the musical effect 
of a string section in a Symphony Orchestra. 

In order fully to appreciate the effect produced 
by the vibrato apparatus of the invention, it is 
necessary to have a clear understanding of the 
energy and frequency characteristics of the 
vibrato, particularly as contrasted with the cor 
responding characteristics of the tremulant, 
The vibrato may be defined as a Condition 

in which the instantaneous frequency of the gen 
erated signal is caused to vary between certain 
frequency limits at a rate slow enough for the 
ear to perceive the over-all effect as a sound of 
constant intensity but of varying pitch. The 
tremulant may be defined as a condition in which 
the instantaneous intensity of the generated sig 
nal is caused to vary between certain amplitude 
limits at a rate slow enough for the ear to per 
ceive the over-all effect as a sound of constant 
pitch but of varying intensity or loudness. Un 
fortunately, if this variation in loudness is at all 
pronounced, the ear will interpret it as a "shake' 
in the over-all energy level of the music. This 
"energy shake,' peculiar only to the tremulant, 
may easily become undesirably obtrusive to the 
listener and, under such conditions, draw the 
listener's attention to the modulating frequency 
or “beat” at which the tremulant occurs. Ob 
viously, this steady modulation rate persists 
whenever any tones are sounded, and, being un 
related to both the frequencies of the musical 
tones and to the rhythm beats, tends to be for 
eign to the music and consequently sounds “me 
chanical.” Furthermore, after the listener is 
initially conscious of the tremulant modulation 
rate he finds it difficult thereafter mentally to 
discount the effect even though it be reduced in 
extent. From that time on, its presence distracts 
from the artistry of the musical selection being 
rendered. 

55 

Considering the vibrato, however, the signal 
energy level of the music is perceived to be con 
stant, and consequently, the listener’s attention 
i? not particularly drawn to the pitch modulat 



ëzig periediciöy. Meest gisten erg &re not &ware of 
the nodulating rate, but satre geceive tie Wi 
brato efect ?ierely as a pleasing ufidtil?tiori par 
ticularly agreeable to the ear, appa'ently or the 
physiologies reasons heretofore set forth. 

Tf the vibrato pæriodicity exceeds "I c. P. S., the 
ear no longe' senses the resting effect as one 
of varying pitch, out rather hears tile original 
signal plus other discreet new ?requencles whici: 
are the so-called “Side bandi” firequencies. These 
new frequencies, as is well icinown in the con 
munication art, comprise the signal frequency 
plus a relatively long series of sun and difference 
frequencies, taken with respect to the nodulat 
ing frequency, all of which may be represented 
mathematically by a Bessel series of side band 
component frequencies. 
At such excessively high nodulating rates these 

new frequencies, which are harmonically unre. 
lated to the signal frequency, produce an effect of 
distortion and in usical discoid. It is for this 
reason that music does not sound agreeable if the 
modulation rate exceeds c. p. s. When the 
modulating rate is less than 5 C. p. S., the rela 
tive pitches of a sequence of staccato chords be 
come indeterminate (depending apon the instan. 
taneous pitch of the signal at the particular no 
ment that the staccato chord is struck), and 
inay at times Sound as if the chords were 'out 
of tune' relative to each other, even though the 
individual to ai components of each chord taker. 
separately sound perfectiy 'ir tre' with each 
other. Thus, for fast staccato inusic the vibrato 
rate should be nearer the c. g. s. rate, but for 
slow legato in usic may lie nearer the 5 c. p. s. 
rate. 
Similarly, if the trenhulant rate materially ex 

ceeds C. p. S., the ear no longer translates the 
effect as that of a signal of fixed frequency rising 
and falling in loudness, but rather hears the in 
troduction of additional side and frequencies. 
In the case of a sinusoidal tremulant modulating 
envelope, there are only two new side band fre 
quencies produced which are the signal frequency 
plus and minus the modulating frequency. Thus, 
the difference between the vibrato and trentlant, 
taken from a snathematical viewpoint, lies in the 
greater number and extent oi Side band frequen 
cies in the former as compared with tine relatively 
Small number and extent, of side band frequer 
Gies for the latte". &C.Weyer, tiyle he modulait 
ing frequency is less hal. 2 c. 2. S. the sound is 
SC longer perceived in accordance with the math 
ematical Side band concept, as represented by 
the Bessel series, but instead, the ear resolves 
the sound into its pitch Yd nodulating fre 
quency, namely, as a cyclically changing pitch in 
the case of the vibrato, and as a cyclically chang 
ing loludineSS in the case of the tremuliant. 

in the apparatus of the invertion the yibrato 
affect is achieved by advancing and retarding the 
ghase of the signal transmitted to the electro 
acoustic translating means relative to the phase. 
of the generated signal, which atter may be of 
a relatively constant frequency. This method of 
producing a vibrato is to be distinguished from 
the customary method, namely, alternately 
sharping and flating the tuning of the primary 
tone generator. 

For example, in the musical instrument dis 
closed in my prior Patent No. 2,254,284, the vi 
brato effect was produced by a periodically open 
ing and closing switch which, when closed, caused 
the Oscillator to generate a frequency slightly 
higher than its nominal frequency and which, 
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wer open, caused the oscillator to generate a 
frequency Silightly lower than the nomina - fre 
quency. Thus, the osciliator generated a signal 
whici alternated between these two frequencies 
at intervals of of a second duration. Thus, 
in this type of vibrato apparatus the phase of the 
signal was not shifted, but instead, frequency 
inodulation was accomplished directly by chang 
ing the tuning of the osciliator, 
The apparatus of the present invention is par 

ticularly designed for use with tone generators 
operating at relatively fixed frequencies. It will 
be appreciated by those skillied in the art that 
when a signal of constant frequency is phase 
inodulated, the resulting signal is no longer of a 
Constant frequency. Instead, the instantaneous 
frequency is related to the original generated 
frequency by a positive or negative increment, 
which increment is a function of the rate and 
direction in which the phase is being shifted. 

For instance, if the primary generator supplies 
a steady frequency of 440 c. p. s. and means are 
provided for advancing the phase at a rate of 360 
electrical degrees per second, the time interval 
between pulses of the transmitted frequency 
would no longer be 1/440 of a second, but would 
he/44.1 of a second. Similarly, if the phase were 
being retarded at a rate of 360 electrical degrees 
per second, the frequency would drop to 439 
c. p. S. during this interval of retarding phase. 

in the apparatus of the invention a phase 
shifting network is provided in the output circuit 
of an electrical musical instrument such, for ex 
ample, as an electrical organ, which network may 
ibe extended to produce Several thousand electri 
Cai degrees of phase shift at relatively high audio 
frequencies. This apparatus preferably takes the 
form of an artificial transmission line having a 
finite cutoff frequency which preferably lies in 
the range of 3,000 c. p. s. Such transmission 
Eine passes most musical tones because the fre 
gencies involved usually lie below the i3,000 
3, p. S. upper limit. This artificial transmission 
ine may comprise a plurality of low pass filter 
circuit meshes having series inductive elements 
and shunt capacitative elements. With Such 
electrical network arranged in sections, the 
phase shift per Section is 180 electrical degrees at 
the cutoff frequency. At one half of the cutoff 
frequency the phase shift is approximately 90 
and at one quarter the cutoff frequency the 
phase shift will be approximately 45°, etc. The 
amount of phase shift per section varies with fre 
gluency in an approximately linear manner. 

Considered from the equivalent frequency mod 
ulation viewpoint, this means that the amount of 
frequency shift, inparted through scanning such 
transmission line is a constant percentage of the 
Signal frequency. In the apparatus and circuits 
to be described, several scanning means and mod 
ifications thereof are disclosed, but the funda 
Inental principle Underlying this invention resides 
in providing an artificial transmission line of suf 
ficient length to effect a phase shift which, when 
taken at a Scanning or modulating periodicity in 
the order of 6 c. p. S., produces a frequency mod 
ulation of sufficient extent to simulate the vibrato. 
it is evident that the extent of frequency modu 
iation introduced by the apparatus is a direct 
function of the rate at which the phase is shifted. 
The extent of frequency modulation produced 
will be reduced if the modulating rate is reduced, 
and will be increased if the vibrato modulating 
rate is increased. This is to be distinguished 
from the case of direct generator frequency mod 
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ulation exemplified in my aforesaid patent, in 
which the two instantaneous frequencies are inde 
pendent of the rate at which such modulation 
takes place. 

It will also be evident that if the phase modu 
lation scanning means is operated very slowly, 
the ear will hear no change whatsoever in the 
sound except a slow shift in the intensities of in 
dividual frequencies because of the shifting stand 
ing wave pattern occurring in the room in which 
the person is listening. The over-all energy will 
be constant. If the vibrato switch in the appara 
tus of my aforesaid patent is slowly connected 
and disconnected, the listener will be aware of a 
sudden shift in frequency. Thus, we see that 
frequency modulation is a derivative function of 
phase modulation taken with respect to time. 
As a further example, suppose there were pro 

vided a transmission line having a length suf 
ficient to produce 300 electrical degrees of phase 
shift at a frequency of 440 C. p. s. Assume that 
the modulating or scanning frequency be 6 com 
plete scannings (up the line and back) per sec 
ond. Under these conditions the phase would 
be shifted 300 degrees during a time interval of 
A2 second or at the rate of 3600 electrical degrees 
persecond. 
Assuming the phase is shifting uniformly at a 

rate of 3600 electrical degrees per second, the in 
stantaneous frequency suddenly shifts from the 
steady state frequency of 440 c. p. S. to a new fre 
quency of 450 c. p. S., and remains at this value 
for A2 of a second. When the scanning means 
reverses its direction the phase is retarded at the 
rate of 3600 electrical degrees per second, thus 
causing the frequency modulation to shift Sud 
denly and thereby produce an instantaneous pitch 
of 430 c. p. s. for the remaining A2 second of the 
modulating cycle. This same effect could have 
been achieved, as shown in the aforesaid patent, 
by shifting the oscillator frequency at a perio 
dicity of 6 c. p. s. and by changing its tuning 
first sharping the tuning to 450 c. p. s. for the 
first half of the cycle and then flating to 430 
c. p. s. during the remaining half of the vibrato 
cycle. From this example it is apparent that, at 
a given modulation rate, a phase modulation ap 
paratus produces exactly the same results as the 
direct generator frequency modulation apparatus. 
At any other modulation rate for the phase 

shift apparatus the frequency shift will corre 
spondingly vary, but in the case of the variable 
frequency oscillator, the modulation rate is not a 
factor in determining the instantaneous frequen 
cies which are produced. 
The shape of the modulating envelope also in 

fluences the instantaneous vibrato frequencies 
generated. For the apparatus shown in my 
aforesaid patent, the modulating wave shape is 
of square contour, that is, the instantaneous fre 
quency is maintained at one value for one half of 
the cycle and another value for the other half of 
the cycle. In the apparatus of the present inven 
tion the modulating wave shape may also be of 
square contour, that is, the phase may be uni 
formly advanced during one half of the cycle and 
uniformly retarded during the remaining half 
cycle. 
For obtaining the most pleasing effects, it ap 

pears that the contour of the modulating envelope 
should be generally of such shape that each in 
stantaneous frequency shall be heard during a 
portion of the modulating cycle which is the re 
ciprocal of the number of such instantaneous fre 
quencies heard. Stated in the terms of phase 
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shift, each change in phase should persist 
throughout a portion of the modulating cycle 
which is the reciprocal of the total number of 
phase shifts produced. 

It is the primary object of my invention to pro 
vide electrical apparatus for introducing a vibrato 
effect into electrical musical tone and Voice sig 
nals irrespective of their source. The invention 
is thus of general application to musical appara 
tus in which the music is, in one stage of its trans 
mission from the source to the ear of the listener, 
in the form of an electrical signal. Thus, for 
example, the apparatus of my invention is appli 
cable to the introduction of a vibrato effect in the 
electrical output signal of instruments such as 
electric organs and electroni?; pianos having gen 
erating systems incapable of producing a vibrato. 
As a further illustration, the apparatus of my in 
wention may be used to introduce a vibrato ef 
fect in the music produced by a phonograph rec 
ord, or in the music being recorded upon a record 
or film. Similarly, it may be used to produce wi 
brato effects in orchestral in usic, in which the 
orchestra is provided with microphones or sini 
lar pickups, and in which the signal is electii 
cally amplified and translated into Sound. 
A further object is to provide an improved 

vibrato apparatus of general application for 
polyphonic music, which does not introduce cross 
modulation frequencies in its output. 
A further object is to provide an electricai wi 

brato apparatus in which the degree or periodic 
ity of the vibrato may be readily controlled. 
A further object, is to provide an improved 

electrical Vibrato apparatus in which the percent 
age of Vibrato shift in frequency is substantially 
uniform throughout the range of frequencies in 
which the vibrato is a desirable effect. 
A further object is to provide an electric vi 

brato apparatus in which the vibrato effect, is 
limited to frequencies above the bass tone range. 
A further object is to provide an improved 

means for introducing a vibrato effect in the 
musical output of instruments such as the elec 
tronic piano and pipe organ in which the vibrato 
is normally absent or of negligible effect. 
A further object is to provide an improved 

vibrato apparatus of general application which 
is simple in construction, reliable in operation, 
and which may be economically manufactured. 
Other objects will appear from the following 

description, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing a system 
incorporating the invention; 

Figure 2 is a wiring diagram of a preferred 
form of the invention; 

Figure 2a is a side elevational view of the rotary 
condenser mechanism shown in Fig. 2; 

Figure 2b is a central vertical sectional view 
thereof taken on the line 2b-2b of Fig. 2d.; 

Figure 2c is a fragmentary sectional view of the 
rotary condenser of Fig. 2; 
Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating the use 

of the apparatus in conjunction with a tone 
signal produced by an electric piano, 

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the apparatus 
used in public address or similar systems intro 
ducing vibrato; 

Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating the use 
of the apparatus in a system for making record 
lingS; 

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating the 
use of the apparatus in a radio receiviné, e 
cording and reproducing system whereby the 
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vibragg may be opioisily introduced it any of 
:ee uses ož ?Šhe appa,3'a?žš; 

- e ? is 3, bloc: iiag:Faza iilus?iªrtifi? Š13 
ase of the apparaituis c3: ?ine i?inventiori irà a brodi 
casting Systern ox for Halking VSCOYdings i5.a. vñyaiac?i 

ificrophones are engloyed; 
Figuage 8 is a diagra: nºnatie itas?3e63ož3, ož ?žne 

usse c the apgarai?ius in E. Sys&SZE OË ?nöro?itiöi?në 
;? ?;?ato effect for :xusic With; the pipe OEBSta; 

e 9 is a. Fyrig dia. i živacified 

cive picti Tinec ASAJEÅSIK 

2 is e, sie elegio: "fie Gš šie 

?ig? is , wizing diagra, 35 S. Kurties 
žodi?e? gorm of the inven?io à epioying WEASi" 
sie incuciances to ob?tair ?ie wä3ra?o e?ecö; 

Figure á is a fragmen?iary sectio?NSA, viet? Of 
te variable inductance mechanisrín, Boeing stiž3 
stantasy a section žažen on the line 6-34 o? 
?'g. ?; 

Figare iš is a side elevationai view of the 
variabie inductance mechanism used in the form?. 
o the invention show; ii. Fig. 3; 

Figure 6 is a circuit diagram of a further 
modification of the invention; 

Figure 7 is a side elevational view of the 
variae condienser mechanis in utilized in the 
circuit of Fig. 5; 

Eigu:'e i3 is an end elevational view of the con 
dense mechanism of Fig. 7; and, 

Figures 19 and 20 are circuit, diagrams of fur 
ther modified forms of the invention, 
As previously indicated, the invention may be 

utilized in various Systems, one such system be 
ing disclosed in Fig. and comprising an electric 
Organ 39 Which may be of any Suitable construc 
tion, Such, for example, as shown in the patent 
to Laurens Hammond No. 1,956,350. The out 
put of the organ is supplied through conductors 
32 to a vibrato apparatus 36 hereinafter to be 
described, and the output of the latter is trans 
mitted through conductors 35 to an amplifier 38 
which is coupled to a speaker (3. 
The output of the orgai which is assumed to 

provide musical tones of fixed frequency is modi 
fied by means of the vibraito apparatus 34 to 
phase modulate the output, signals. 
The preferred apparatus represented by the 

box 36 of Fig. i is shown in detail in Figs. 2, 2a, 
2b and 2C. Referring to Fig. 2, the signal is sup 
plied to the apparatus through an output trans 
former T42, the secondary winding L44 of which 
has a grounded center tap and has its end ter 
ninais connected respectively to a double-pole 
double-throw switch 46. The latter is adapted 
to be Jperated by a knob 46, this knob being 
normally in the position shown in the full lines 
for utilizing the vibrato apparatus. When the 
Switch 46 is in full line position, the primary 
Winding L50 of a voltage step-up transformer 
T52 is connected to the secondary L4S. The sec 
ondary L5? of the transformer T52 has one ter 
minal grounded, and its other terminal con 
nected to a junction point 55. 
Between the junction point 56 and the junction 

point 58 are connected in parallei a condenser 
(C60, a resistor R62 and a switch 63. 
Switch 64 is closed, the condenser C60 and re 

When the 
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sistance R62 are rendiere?i ineffective, &NA? When 
the switch is open, this resistor and condenser 
provide an input impedance for the over audio 
frecuencies. Betweer the termina ground is an artificiai iline desig:8?e? generality 
by the reference character 68 and constituting 
2, phase shifting the WQ3. 
This artificial ine 65 comprises a plurality of 
sections inciding indi:ctances 8 aric con 

einsers CE, E Soke of the Sections the ccn 
genses CE is regiaced by a pair of condensers 
C’j i di C3, COSECte Series. She articis 
line terminates i? C, saace 3 wich co 
siitutes the characieristis tsrri:šing 3 sºld3xi ce 
for the line, anti thus does not provide & point 
£32 refection of the signal, hit, instead, cois Gi 

es a “sinº E. Wiic :e Sigº. Èg est, 
The purpose of substituti:23, the 302densers c 

aici C8 for the cotideiasers C in some of the 
inetworks is to provide a voltage division. So that 
a terminals 83 iš 88 between these pairs of con 
densers the amplitude of the signal voitage will 
be substantially the same as it is at a terminai 8C 
associated with the last section of the line, and 
thus make compensation for dissipation effects in 
he line. 
The terminais 34, 88, 90, 92, 9 , 96, 97 and 88 

are respectively connected with a group of single 
pole single-throw switches of to 08, these 
switches being adapted to be closed by a push 
button f O9. A second group of switches to 
8 are adapted to be operated by a push button 
9 and are respectively connected to terminals 

83, 86, 89,90, 9 , 93, 95 and 96, while a third simi 
lar group of switches 2 to 28 is adapted to be 
operated by a push button 29 and are respectively 
connected to terminals 8, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87 
and 88. 
Switches to , f and f2 are adapted respec 

tively to make connection with a conductor 3 f; 
switches 02, f2 and 22 are adapted to make 
connection with a conductor 32; switches 03, 
f 3 and 23 make connection with conductor 33, 
and similarly, the remaining corresponding 
switches of the three groups respectively make 
connection with conductors i 34 to í 38. The ter 
minal 80 has a conductor f30 connected thereto. 
A disc 39 of insulating material has a plurality 

of condenser plates 40 to 48 and Oa to it.8a. 
secured thereto. The condenser plates 4 to 48 
are respectively connected with the condenser 
plates 40d to 48a and to the conductors 36 
to 38. 
A condenser plate 49 rotates about the center 

of the disc 39 and is thus successively brought 
into capacitative relation with condenser plates 
40 to 48 and 48a to f4 Oa. This condenser plate 
49 thus constitutes a pickup element for effec 

tively scanning the transmission line 66 first in 
One direction and then in the opposite direction. 
The condenser plate 49 is connected by a con 
ductor 50 with the control grid 52 of a pre 
amplifier tube 54 which may be of the 6JT type. 
This tube 54 is a pentode in which the screen 
and suppressor grids are connected to the plate 
56 so that the tube operates as a triode. The 

cathode 58 is connected to ground through a 
???ias resistor R. 60 shunted by a condenser C 62, 
The conductor 50 is connected to a junction 

point 64 through a high value grid resistor R66. 
The junction point 56 is connected by a conductor 
68 and an inductance L70 to the junction point 
64, and the latter is connected to ground through 

a resistor R? 72 shunted by a condenser C4. 
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causing a maximum phase shift of 33.6 electrical 
degrees. Thus, the phase shift is at the rate of 
1,663.2 electrical degrees per Second, or the in 
stantaneous frequency change is plus and minus 
4.62 c. p. s. In other words the over-all frequency 
shift is through approximately 2.1%, or in musical 
terms, a vibrato between frequencies approxi 
imately three-sixteenths of a Semitone above and 
below the Ornina frequency. 
When the “small vibrato' knob. 29 is depressed 

(knobs é89, à 19 being in their Enormai positions 
with their switches open), the condenser plates 
à40 to j48 are respectively connected to terminais 
3C to 88. Thus, the sections of the artificial line 
beyond the junction point 38 are not utilized and 
he maximum phase shift produced is that which 
is obtained by the eight sections of the line pre 
ceding the junction 80, and the maximum phase 
shift obtainable from these eight sections will be 
46.15 electrical degrees at 440 c. p. s. Therefore, 
with the scanning condenser rotating at 6 revolu 
ions per second, the phase of the signal impressed 
on this scanning condenser will be alternately ad 
vanced and retarded at a rate of 554.4 electrical 
degrees per second, or, the instantaneous fre 
quency change is plus and ninus i.54 C. p. 8. 
Thus, with the knob 29 for the Small vibrato de 
gressed, the vibrato shift will be between 441.54 
c. p. s. and 438.46 c. p. s. which constitutes a per“ 
centage change of approximately .7% which, in 
smusical terms, constitutes a vibrato with a fre 
quency shift between frequencies one-sixteenth of 
a semitone above and one-sixteenth of a Semitone 
below the normal frequency. 
The rotary pickup condenser mechanism may 

assume the form shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 20. 
In these figures there is disclosed a base 200 hav 
ing vertical supports 202 and 263 secured thereto, 
two of the latter forming bearings for a shaft 204. 
Rigidly secured to the supports 202 by bolts 2?? 
are a pair of discs 206, 207 which are of insulat 
ing material, such as Bakelite, and Which are held 
in spaced relation by separators 208 of conducting 
material. A plurality of pairs of sector shaped 
plates 22 are secured to the insulating discs 206 
and 20 by the bolts 2 C, being electrically con 
nected through the separators 208. These Sector 
splates 2 2 may have their inner ends bent GVer 
and fitting in notches formed around the central 
opening in the discs 206 and 20, as indicated at 
2í in Fig. 2b. 
A rotor 2 6 is rigidly secured to the shaft 20, 

for example by being clamped thereto by nuts 
is. The rotor 266 carries a pair of similar Sec 

tor shaped plates 220, which together constitute 
the pickup condenser plate 49 of Fig. 2, and 
which are suitably secured on opposite Sides of 
the rotor in superposed relation. These plates 
22 are electrically connected to an insulated con 
ductor 22 which projects througin a Bakelite 
grommel, 226 into a counterbore 224 formed in 
he end of the shaft. The other end of the CO 
ductor 222 is soldered to a conducting tube 228 
which projects from the end of the shaft 204, 
being suitably insulated therefrom by a press-fit 
sleeve 230. A plurality of Wire brushes 232 are 
secured to a plate 234 mounted on an insulating 
tracket 23s carried by one of the vertical Sup 
ports 203. The conductor 5G (Fig. 2) is elec 
trically connected to the plate 234 which is 
mounted on the insulating support 236. 
A pulley 238 is secured to the shaft 204 and S 

driven by a belt 239 from a suitable motor which 
rotates the shaft 204 at a vibrato speed, in the 
order of 61. 9, S. 
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S. Bieu of saving sector shaped plates 2.2 and 
32, the condeser may be formed by applying a 
coat of colioidal graphite, such as Aquadag. In 
asking the plates 22 the appropriate surfaces of 
time discs 308, 20 may be painted with the col 
ioidal graphite aid the Separate plates formed by 
scoring lines through the graphite coating, to 
Separate the painted surface into sector shaped 
areas. A protective coating of a suitable varnish 
or shellac may then be applied to the whole in 
iner surfaces of the discs. 
The operation of the circuits and apparatus 

shown in Figs. 2a, 2b and 2e will now be described 
On the assumption that this apparatus is incor 
porated in the System of Fig. ... Assuming that 
the organist desires to introduce a vibrato effect 
in the music being reindered, he will operate the 
Switch knob 48 from the dotted line to the full 
line position shown in Fig. 2, thereby coupling the 
output of the organ 30 effectively across the input 
to the artificial line 66. The signal thus appears 
between the terminal 56 and ground. The lower 
audio frequencies, for example, below 80 c. p. s., 
are transmitted directly from the terminal 56 
through the conductor 68 and impressed upon 
the control grid 52 of the amplifier tube 54. 

As above pointed out in greater detail the fre 
quencies above the assumed frequency of 80 
3. p. s. will be transmitted through the artificial 
ine in a well known manner and will be prevented 
3rom reflection at the end of this line because of 
the utilization of the characteristic line imped 
ance R74. Assuming that the musician desires 
a wide or large vibrato he will depress the knob 
O9 whereupon the condenser plates 40, i40a to 
í48, í48a will be respectively connected to junc 
tion points substantially equally distributed along 
the full length of the artificial line, thus making 
ise of the full extent of the phase shift charac 
teristics thereof. As the rotor 26 revolves at ap 
proximately 6 r. p. s., it successively scans the 
artificial line 66, sequentially picking up the Sig 
nai appearing thereon, commencing near the end 
of the line (at the junction point 80) and trav 
ersing the line to the beginning thereof and then 
returning over the line to the junction 80. It will 
be noted that while the artificial line 66 Com 
prises 32 sections (plus two terminal half-sec 
tions) the signal is picked up at only nine Spaced 
sections for the large vibrato. It has been found 
that the effect upon the ear of picking up the 

signal successively from each of the sections and 
picking it; up from nine equally Spaced Sections 
of the line is substantially identical. 

Since the pickup condenser plates 220 are in 
capacitative relation with two adjacent plates 40 
to 48 and 4.0a to 48a as the plates 220 are ro 
tated, the transition from a signal derived from 
one of the junction points to the signal at another 
of the junction points is gradual rather than 
abrupt. "This is a contributing factor which 
makes it unnecessary to pick up the signal at each 
of the sections of the artificial line. 

For certain musical selections the organist may, 
for the purpose of contrast, desire to eliminate 
the vibrato effect. This is accomplished by now 
ing the knob 48 from the full line to the dotted 
ine position, whereupon the output of the organ 
is coupled directly to the input of push-pull driver 
tubes 88 and 89 through conductors 240, 24. 
The extent of the vibrato, that is, the deter 

mination of which of the knobs O9, 9 or 29 is 
to be operated depends upon the character of the 
musical selection to be rendered. For instance, 
for music of an ecclesiastical character or for 
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hymn playing the small vibrato is found most 
useful, whereas for music of a theatrical and or 
chestral character the large vibrato is particul 
larly well adapted. It is sometimes found that in 
playing very fast music of an orchestral nature 
the large vibrato is excessive and for this purpose 
the medium vibrato is provided. The extent of 
the medium vibrato is three-fourths that of the 
large vibrato whereas the extent of the small 
vibrato is one-fourth that of the large vibrato. 

Switch B may be used either in the full line 
closed position shown, in which case the over-all 
frequency response is approximately linear, or it 
may be open, in which case the frequency re 
sponse is relatively reduced in the middle regis 
ter. This latter setting is particularly useful un 
der conditions in which the organist is playing 
with both hands upon one manual with the mel 
ody part being carried as the highest note played. 
Due to the rising frequency response for the high 
frequencies this melody note will tend to predom 
inate over and above the accompaniment. In 
music of a homophonic character this emphasis 
of the melody is particularly desirable. 

In lieu of the use of the apparatus to produce 
a vibrato effect in the organ it may be utilized to 
improve the music produced by an electronic 
piano. Such system is shown in Fig. 3 as con 
prising a piano 250 electrically coupled to a vibra 
to apparatus 34, the latter being coupled to an 
output amplifier 254 feeding a speaker. 256. The 
electronic piano 250 may be of any suitable type 
such as those employing direct electric pickup of 
the mechanical vibrations from the strings, those 
utilizing microphonic pickup of the mechanical 
vibration from within the sounding board of the 
piano, as by means of a vibration microphone, or 
by microphonic pickup of the sound vibrations 
within the case of a piano which may have been 
sound-proofed. The system of Fig. 3 is of par 
ticular utility because the tones produced 
through the vibration of the piano strings are 
entirely devoid of vibrato, and their vibration is 
of relatively constant frequency. When the vi 
brato effect is introduced into the tones of a 
piano, the quality and character of the music is 
vitally changed, the change being so pronounced 
that the effect is that of a marvelously improved 
plano. 

In the system of Fig. 4 the vibrato apparatus 
84 has its input coupled through a preamplifier 
2ST to a microphone 258 and its output coupled 
through an amplifier 254 to a speaker 256. The 
microphone may, of course, be utilized to pick up 
any sound virbations into which it is desired to 
introduce a vibrato effect. For example, in pub 
lic address systems the microphones may be 
utilized to pick up the sound produced by various 
orchestral instruments, and for special effects, 
such as dramatic readings, it may be utilized to 
introduce the vibrato effect into speech. It is 
also particularly useful in imparting a vibrato 
effect to the tones produced by fretted instru 
ments, such as guitars. 
In the system of Fig. 5 the microphone 258 is 

coupled through a preamplifier 25 to the vibrato 
apparatus 4. A second microphone 25 is di 
rectly coupled to a mixer and amplifier 260 to 
which the vibrato apparatus is also coupled. 
The output of the amplifier 2 is fed to a re 
cording nead 262, the stylus of which operates 
upon a record carried by a turntable 2 driven 
by a motor 25. 
By judicious and artistic use of the vibrato ap 

paratus in recording orchestral selections, that is, 

7 
by properly balancing the strength of the signals 
derived from the microphones 25 and 2), the 
music recorded may be greatly improved. This is 
because the vibrato effect may thus be readily 
introduced into the music produced by instru 
ments inherently incapable of generating the 
vibrato signal, while the vibrato is not introduced 
in the music produced by such instruments, as 
the violin, which are adequately capable of gen 
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erating a satisfactory vibrato: 
Under some circumstances, it may be desirable 

to utilize the vibrato apparatus in conjunction 
with a radio receiving, recording, and playback 
apparatus of the type shown in Fig. 6, wherein the 
output of a radio receiver and amplifier 28 is 
coupled through the vibrato apparatus 34 to an 
audio frequency power amplifier 270. The output 
of the amplifier 270 may be utilized to supply a 
signal to a speaker 22, or upon closure of the 
switch 24, may optionally or additionally be sup 
plied to a recording head 276 of a phonograph re 
cording apparatus 278. Thus the record may in 
corporate music having a vibrato effect even 
though this effect was absent from the music re 
ceived by the radio receiver. 
A further system in which the invention may 

be effectively used is illustrated in Fig. 7. This 
system is intended as a part of the broadcasting 
station in which the sound pickup from the 
microphone 28 is coupled to an amplifier 288, 
the output of the latter being transmitted through 
a vibrato apparatus 34, and a gain control 290, 
to a radio transmitter 292. The output of a sec 
ond microphone 294 may likewise be coupled to 
the transmitter preferably through an amplifier 
26 and a separate gain control 298. With this 
system the sound or music being broadcast may 
be picked up simultaneously by both microphones 
and by proper manipulation of the gain controls 
290 and 298, using them as a mixer, the signal 
may have the vibrato incorporated or not, or in 
corporated to any desired degree. This system is 
particularly useful in broadcasting pipe organ 
?????8??. 

Pipe organs are generally incapable of pro 
ducing a true vibrato effect, the closest approach 
to a vibrato on the pipe organ being accomplished 
by the use of the tremulant stops. Pipe organ 
music may therefore be greatly improved by the 
addition of the vibrato effect. An additional sys 
? or accomplishing this purpose is shown in 

In Fig. 8 a pipe organ console 300 is adapted, 
through electrical or other control, to cause pipes 

2 to speak. The pipes 302 are mounted with 
in a closed chamber 304 which is substantially 
soundproof. 

In this system the sound produced by the pipes 
is picked up by a microphone 308 which is cou 
pled through an amplifier 3 to to a vibrato ap 
paratus 4. 
On the console 300 are located four stops 312 

for respectively controlling the operation of sole 
noids 4 which are adapted to operate the con 
trol knobs 48, fos, f 9 and 29 respectively of 
the vibrato apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The ex 
pression or swell pedal of the organ, instead of 
controlling swell shutters operates a gain control 
36 which will effectively vary the gain of an 
amplifier 8 to which the output of the vibrato 
apparatus is coupled. The amplifier 38 sup 
plies a speaker 2, or, upon closure of switch 322, 
may additionally be coupled to a broadcast trans 
Initter 2. 
The pipe organ 300, in addition to having pipes 
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302, may have percussion stops, such as chimes, 
harp, glockenspiel, celeste, marimba and xylo 
phone. The addition of the vibrato to the tones 
produced by these stops greatly enhances their 
musical effectiveness. In this system the usual 
pipe organ tremulant apparatus may be elimit 
nated since it would have little, if any, musical 
utility. In systems incorporating large pipe or 
gans having two separate pipe chambers, as for 
example pipe organs having separate swell cham 
bers for the great and swell manuals, the micro 
phone pickup and vibrato apparatus may be du 
plicated and the console provided with individual 
controls so that the vibrato effect may be pro 
duced in the tones controlled by one manual only, 
or both manuals, at the will of the organist. Un 
der the latter circumstances, it would be pref 
erable to have the modulating rates of Operation 
of the vibrato apparatus differ, as for example, 
5.8 and 6.2 C. p. s. 
The system of Fig. 8 would also be useful in in 

proving the tonal output of reed organs in which 
the signal vibrations are picked up either acous 
tically, by a microphone, or electrically, by a ca 
pacitative or electromagnetic pickup from the 
reeds. 
The apparatus shown in Figs. 2, 2a, 2b and 2c 

is representative of but one of three general types 
of apparatus by which a vibrato effect may be 
introduced in a signal through the use of a 
phase shifting transmission network. These 
three types may be generally described as: (1) 
Systems in which the network or artificial line 
remains unchanged and in which the input sig 
nal is impressed upon the line and the output 
picked up from the line, at coupling points which, 
in effect, have relative OScillatory motion at a 
vibrator rate; (2) systems in which the points 
of coupling between the artificial line and the 
input and output respectively are fixed, and in 
which the effective length of the artificial line (as 
measured in electrical degrees of phase shift) 
is varied at a vibrato rate py sequentially render 
ing a greater or lesser number of Sections of the 
line effective to transmit the signal; (3) Systems 
in which the points of coupling of the input and 
Output to the artificial line are fixed, and in which 
the phase shifting characteristics of the indi 
vidual sections of the artificial line are simul 
taneously varied at a vibrato rate. 
The apparatus of Figs. 2, 2a, 2b and 2c is repre 

Sentative of group (l) as above defined. Figs. 
9 to 12 are also examples of apparatus of the 
first group. The apparatus of Figs. 19 and 20 are 
representative of group (2), while apparatus of 
Figs. 13 and 18 are representative of group (3). 

In Fig. 9 the artificial line may be of the same 
design as in. Fig. 2, and such parts thereof as 
are similar to those previously described have 
Corresponding reference characters applied there 
to. The input signal is derived from a conven 
tionally illustrated generator 330 connected to 
the input of the line. In this figure each of the 
shunt legs of the sections comprises a pair of 
Series condensers Cli and CT3, and the junction 
points between the condensers of each pair are 
connected in equally spaced relation along a re 
sistor R332 which has a sliding contact 334 co 
operable therewith. Each of the individual sec 
tions of the resistor R332 is of sufficiently high 
value as not appreciably to effect the phase shift 
ing characteristics of the artificial line. The 
sliding contactor 334 picks up a phase modulated 
signal for an amplifier 338, through which the 
Signal is transmitted to a speaker 340. 
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It will be apparent that as the sliding contactor 

334 is shifted back and forth along the resistor 
R332 in an oscillatory manner at a vibrato rate, 
the phase of the signal transmitted to the am 
plifier 338 will smoothly and gradually shift in 
a manner comparable to that occurring in the ap 
paratus in Figs. 2, 2a and 2b. It is not essential 
that the contactor 334 make contact with each 
incremental section of the resistor R332, but in 
stead, the resistor could have taps at uniform 
intervals throughout its length, and the contactor 
334 could contact these taps sequentially without 
opening the circuit. In general it is rather diffl 
cult to construct a sliding contactor or a Series 
of sequentially operating switches which will not 
introduce undesirable phase shift transients in the 
output signal. It is for this reason that the con 
struction of Figs. 2, 2a and 2b is ordinarily pre 
ferred to that shown in Fig. 9, especially when 
a large angular phase shift is required. Further 
more, sliding contactors and Switches are subject 
to undesirable mechanical Wear. 
A modified form of the invention in which there 

are no sliding contactor's or switches is shown in 
Fig. 10 in which the artificial line, as before, 
comprises series inductances L68 and shunt con 
densers CO, but in which the signal is electro 
magnetically picked up by means of a coil L342 
oscillated along the inductances L68 So aS Succes 
sively to couple with them. The pickup coil L342 
is preferably connected to an indefinitely high 
impedance, such as the grid of an amplifier tube 
forming part of an amplifier 344. Thus the line 
66 will have its phase shifting characteristics un 
affected by the motion of the pickup coil L342. 

Physical embodiments of parts of the System of 
Fig. 10 are shown in Figs. ll and 12. The induc 
tances L68 are illustrated as coils linounted upon 
a non-magnetic tube 346 carried by suitable sup 
ports 348. The pickup coil L342 is secured to the 
end of a tube 350 of non-magnetic material which 
has a guide rod 352 likewise of non-magnetic 
material projecting from the end thereof. The 
rod 352 and tube 350 are suitably guided in bear 
ings 354 mounted in the supports 348. The pick 
up coil L342 is oscillated (successively coupling 
with the Windings L68) by a motor 356 which, 
through a crank pin 357, oscillates an arm 358. 
The lower end of the latter is pivoted on a fixed 
pin 359. The outer end of the arm. 358 has a 
pin and slot connection 369 with the end of the 
tube 350. Conductors 362, connected to the ter 
minals of the pickup coil L342, are preferably led 
through the tube 350 and are attached near the 
point of pivot of the arm 358 so as to avoid the 
necessity of using any sliding contact arrange 
ment. 

It will be clear that if the motor 356 (which 
may include a suitable speed reducing gearing) 
drives the crank pin 357 at approximately 6 
r. p. S., the pickup coil 342, will, in effect scan the 
artificial line at the vibrato frequency by suc 
cessively coupling with the inductances L68. In 
Order to prevent undesirable linking between ad 
jacent inductances L68, the physical length of the 
tube 344 (that is, the total width of the inductance 
coils L68) should be large in comparison with their 
diameters. 
A modification of the invention shown in Figs. 

13, 14 and 15 is representative of a vibrato appa 
ratus of type (3) defined above. In this appa 
ratus the artificial line comprises a plurality of 
variable inductances L368 connected in series, 
With the usual condensers C20 in the shunt paths. 
An amplifier 370 is connected directly across the 
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terminating impedance R74. The value of the 
terminating impedance R4 is such that it constill 
tutes the characteristic impedance of the arti 
ficial line when the inductances L368 are at their 
intermediate or average values. The physical 
construction of the apparatus of Fig, 13 is shown 
in Figs. 14 and 15 as comprising a suitable sup 
porting structure 32 upon which the inductance 
windings L868 are rigidly mounted. A shaft 374 
is pivotally mounted on the supporting structure 
2 and has a plurality of levers 376 secured 

thereto. Powdered iron cores 38 are secured to 
the ends of the levers 376 and so arranged that, as 
the shaft 34 is Oscillated, the cores enter their 
associated inductance windings L368. The shaft 
37 is oscillated by a motor 380 (which may in 
clude a speed reducing gearing) through a crank 
pin 82 operating in a slot 383 formed in one of 
the levers 36. 

It may be seen that, as the motor 380 oscillates 
the shaft 374, all of the inductances L368 are 
simultaneously varied, thus effectively increasing 
and decreasing the length of the artificial line 
as measured in electrical degrees. The phase of 
the signal supplied to the amplifier 370 is thus 
modulated at the vibratorate with the same ulti 
mate results as are obtained by the forms of the 
invention previously described. It will be noted, 
however, that as the values of the inductances 
L68 are varied the cutoff frequency of the arti 
ficial line changes. 

In the modification of the invention shown in 
Figs. 16, 17 and 18 the capacitances of the shunt 
path condensers are simultaneously varied. 
Thus the artificial line comprises inductances 
L88 and variable shunt path condensers C386. 
As in Fig. 13, the amplifier 370 is connected across 
the terminating impedance R74. In this case 
the value of R74 is such as to constitute the chair 
acterístic impedance of the line when the con 
densers C386 are at their average values, 
The condensers C368 are preferably multi-plate 

gang condensers having a common operating 
shaft 388. By making the inductances L68 of 
relatively high value, such as 6 henries, the con 
densers C386 may be of relatively Small capaci 
tance, such as .000264 mfcd. and R74 may then 
have a value of 151,000 ohms for a cutoff fre 
quency of 8,000 c. p. s. The shaft 388 is mounted 
in suitable bearings on a supporting structure 
390 and is driven by a motor 39 through a pinion 
392 and gear 393. The motor 39 is preferably 
provided with a manually operable speed control 
94 whereby the speed of the motor may be ad 

justed to rotate the shaft 388 at any desired 
Speeds in the vibrato range, for example between 
5.5 and 7 r. p. s. 
In the embodiment of the invention disclosed 

in Fig. 19, a conventionally illustrated low im 
pedance signal source 398 is coupled to the arti 
ficial line 66, comprising series inductances L68 
and shunt condensers CTO, the line terminating 
in its characteristic impedance in the form of 
resistance R4. Amplifier 370 is coupled across 
the resistor R4 and supplies the amplified signal 
to a loudspeaker 340. Resistors R402 and con 
ductors 403 are connected between switch con 
tacts 404 and junction points 400, the latter being 
between successive inductances L68. A contactor 
406 has one end connected to the ungrounded 
terminal of the signal source 398 and is illus 
trated as being flexible and arranged to make 
contact successively with the contact points 404, 
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9 
commencing at the end of the artificial line adja 
cent the signal source. 
The contactor 406 is operated at a vibrato rate. 

As it successively engages the contact points 404 
it cumulatively short circuits the series induct 
ances L68, thereby varying the length of the 
line as measured in electrical degrees of phase 
shift. When the contactor 406 is in engagement 
with all of the contacts 404 the condensel's CTO 
are connected in parallel with the source 398, 
and the source 398 must therefore be of low im 
pedance in comparison with the total impedance 
of the condensers CTO, and thus prevent attenu 
ation of the high frequencies through the shunt 
paths provided by these condensers. If desired, 
inductances could be substituted for the resistors 
R402, but for reasons of economy it is preferred 
to use resistors. 

In the modification of the invention shown in 
Fig. 20 the artificial line is coupied to a high 
impedance signal source 40, the artificial line 
comprising the series inductances L68 and pairs 
of shunt condensers C42 and C43. One ter 
minal of each of the condensers C42 and C4 i3 
is connected to a junction point 44 between suc 
cessive inductances L68 vhile the other ter 
minals of each of these condensers are connected 
to contact points 4 6. A contactor is connected 
to the grounded end of the characteristic im 
pedance R74 and is illustrated as capable of being 
flexed to engage the contacts 46 Successively, 
commencing at the output end of the artificial 
line and sequentially closing the circuits, and 
commencing at the input end of the line, open 
ing these circuitS. 
An amplifier 370 is coupled across the terminat 

ing impedance R74 and supplies a speaker 340. 
When the fiexible contactor 48 is in its fully 
opened position as shown by dotted line 4.8a. 
the phase shift provided by the artificiai line 66 
will be negligible. Under these conditions series 
inductances 68 are Still in Series. With the geia 
erator 40. By making the internal impedance 
of the audio frequency signal source 4 to high 
compared with that of the inductances L68, the 
signal supplied to the amplifier 370 will be sub 
stantially unaffected by the presence of the series 
inductances L68, and thus the attenuation of the 
high frequencies by this series inductance path 
will be prevented. By making condensers C4 i2 
and C43 of equal value the extent of phase shift 
caused by successiveiy closing the contacts 45 
is made substantially uniform. 

It will be seen that in each of the embodiments 
of the invention there is provided a signal trans 
mission line which includes inductive and capac 
itative reactances for producing an electrical 
phase shift of the signal, the signal input and 
output being coupled to this signal transmission 
line, and the extent of phase shift of the signal 
produced by the transmission line Warried at a 
vibrato rate to cause phase modulation of the 
signal. This phase modulation is perceived as a 
frequency modulation or vibrato effect. 
From the foregoing description it will be clear 

that the principles of the invention may be in 
corporated in a variety of forms and that the 
circuits and apparatus disclosed are merely illus 
trative of suitable embodiments of the inven 
tion. The invention may be embodied in many 
other forms, all coming within the scope of the 
claims which follow. 
I claim: 
1. In an apparatus for improving sounds de 

rived from a source in the form of electrical 
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and electrical means comprising reactive ele 
ments connected to couple said audio frequency 
source with said output system, thereby to modify 
the phase of the signal transmitted to said output 
system with respect to the phase of the signal 
received from said source, and means for pro 
ducing a frequency vibrato in the signal trans 
mitted to said output system by causing a periodic 

5 

change in the extent of phase shift produced by . 
said electrical means, said change being effected 
at a rate in the order of 6 c. p. s. 

17. In an apparatus for improving the sound 
derived from a source in which the sound is in 
the form of an electrical signal, the combination 
of an artificial electrical transmission line having 
substantial phase shift characteristics in the 
audio frequency band, an output system for uti 
lizing the electrical signal, means for coupling 
said source and said output system to said ar 
tificial line, and means for effectively changing at 
a vibrato rate the degree of phase shift produced 
by said artificial line upon the signal transmitted 
thereby to said output system. 

18. In an apparatus for improving Sound sig 
mals derived from a source in the form of electri 
cal waves, the combination of a multi-Section 
artificial line, means to couple said source to one 
end of said line, said artificial line including a 
plurality of terminals in different sections at 
which the signal appears at substantially the 
same amplitude, a plurality of condenser seg 
ments positioned adjacent each other in circular 
arrangement, means for respectively connecting 
said plates to said terminals in a predetermined 
order, a rotatable condenser plate successively 
cooperable with said condenser segments to pick 
up the electrical signals appearing on the latter, 
means to rotate said plate at a speed in the order 
of 6 c. p.s., and electroacoustic translating means 
coupled to said rotary condenser plate. 

19. In an electical system for the production 
of vibrato, the combination of a source of audio 
frequency signals, an output system, a plurality 
of electrical networks comprising reactive ele 
ments, said networks being effective to produce 
substantial electrical phase shifts in the audio 
frequency spectrum, means for coupling said 
source and said output system to said electrical 
networks, and means for effectively changing at 
a vibratorate the degree of phase shift produced 
by said electrical networks. 

20. In an apparatus for introducing a vibrato 
efect into music derived from a source in which 
the music is in the form of an electrical signal; 
an artificial line comprising a plurality of induct 
ances connected in series, shunt capacitors, and 
a terminating impedance, said artificial line hav-. 
ing a plurality of junction points at which the 
signal amplitude is substantially the same; means 
coupling the input end of said artificial line to 
the source of musical signals; a plurality of ca 
pacitor plates; means for connecting said plates 
to said junction points respectively, a scanner 
plate movable past said capacitor plates in ca 
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pacitative relation therewith so as to be affected 
by the signal voltages appearing on the latter; 
means for moving said scanner plate relative to 
said capacitor plates in a cyclical manner at 8, 
frequency in the Order of 7 c. p. s. to cause said 
scanner plate to be affected by the signals appear 
ing at the junction points effectively in an oscil 
latory manner, and an output circuit coupled 
to said Scanner plate. 

21. In an apparatus for introducing a vibrato 
effect into music derived from a source in which 
the music is in the form of an electrical signal; 
an artificial line comprising a plurality of induct 
ances connected in series, shunt capacitors, and 
a terminating impedance, said artificial line hav 
ing a plurality of junction points at which the sig 
nal amplitude is substantially the same; means 
coupling the input end of said artificial line to the 
Source of musical signals; a plurality of capaci 
tor plates; selectively operable switching means 
for connecting said plates to said junction points 
respectively, either to junction points distributed 
along Substantially the full length of the artificial 
line or to junction points distributed along a 
portion only of said artificial line; a scanner plate 
movable past Said capacitor plates in capacitative 
relation therewith so as to be affected by the 
signal voltages appearing on the latter; means 
for moving said Scanner plate relative to said ca 
pacitor plates in a cyclical manner at a frequency 
in the order of 7 c. p. s. to cause said scanner 
plate to be affected by the signals appearing at 
the junction points, effectively in an oscillatory 
Sequence; and an output circuit coupled to said 
Scanner plate, 

22. In an apparatus for introducing a vibrato 
effect into music from a source in which the music 
is in the form of an electrical signal, a conduc 
tor, a plurality of inductances connected in series, 
a plurality of capacitors connected in shunt be 
tween the junctions of said inductances and said 
conductor, a terminating impedance connected 
between said conductor and the last of the series 
of inductances, said inductances, capacitors, and 

5 terminating impedances forming an artificial line 
means providing a plurality of junction joints in 
said line at which the signal transmitted there 
through is of substantially equal amplitude, 
means coupling the input end of said line to 
the source of musical signals, a plurality of ca 
pacitor plates respectively connected to said junc 
tion points, a scanner plate cooperable succes 
sively with said capacitor plates, means for mov 
ing said scanner plate relative to said capacitor 
plates in a manner to pick up the signals appear 
ing on said capacitor plates effectively commenc 
ing with the beginning of the artificial line pro 
ceeding to the end of the artificial line and re 
turning to the beginning thereof in a cyclica 
manner at a periodicity within the range of 5 
to 8 c. p. S., and means to amplify and translate 
into Sound the signal appearing on said scanner 
plate. 

JOHN MI, HANERT. 
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It is hereby certified. &hat error Gippsars in the printed specification 
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column 2.ine 55 for virbation3" realdi e-vibrations - ; page 8, first coli 
umn iline 35 aitter the Wor?i *ouépu* :sert --Signa!-- ; line 38 for 

page 9, se cozmö. column, ?isne él, for *varrie diº“ 
8. 

???? "vibrator" read co-vibrato--; 
LCLL ASLGSL00LLLAS LkeLsL 00LSLS0eeL ssLlLLL0kSySLqeL 00S LeeeLe SLLLLLLSS LL0CL seslL0eS 
gance. Seead re-and- and second collutan line 7, fox "successively" fread 
----successively--; and the & the sažióG KE) Štorg i Patent should be reed, with 
this correction therein that the same 21ay conform to the record of the 
case in the Patent. Office 

Signsd and sealed this ligt dag of January, A. D. 1946. 

Leslie Frazer 

(Seai) First Assistant Commissioner of Patents. 


